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ABSTRACT

|

One of the most widely-known techniques for

securing a message from eavesdropping, is the famous onetime pad. Although the one-time pad offers unconditional
security, it has limited applicability today, because it requires
that to communicate, two parties already share a key that is not
known by the eavesdropper and has size equal to the message.
In this review paper we present a line of work that explores
how we can efficiently share keys securely from an eavesdropper, and thus communicate using a one-time pad like approach.
The basic idea is to exploit new opportunities that wireless
networks offer, such as the fact that we have multiple paths,
the fact that we have packet losses, and the availability of
ACK/NACK feedback.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Securing a message from eavesdropping is a fundamental
security problem. Today, we achieve security using cryptographic techniques, that build on the fact that the adversary
has limited computational capabilities; for instance, cannot
perform fast large integer factorization. In this review paper
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we describe a new, alternative method, that makes no
assumptions on the computational power of the adversary.
Instead, it exploits properties of networks to implement onetime pad encryption techniques that offer perfect secrecy.
The idea behind one-time pad encryption is simple.
Alice wants to send a message M (a binary vector) to Bob,
securely from a passive eavesdropper, Eve. Assume that
Alice and Bob share a secret key K (a random binary vector, of length equal to the message), about which Eve has
no information. Alice can encrypt M by performing bit by
bit binary addition of M with the key K (i.e., xor the
message M and E to create M  E), and send the encrypted
message to Bob. Bob, with both the key and the encrypted
message at his disposal, can retrieve M. Eve, with no
knowledge of K, cannot.
The technique has a long history, and can offer strong
security, but has practical limitations. One-time pad encryption traces back to the nineteenth century, and was
also reinvented during World War I. Quoting from [1]:
‘‘The ‘pad’ part of the name comes from early implementations where the key material was distributed as a pad of
paper, so that the top sheet could be easily torn off and
destroyed after use.’’ Shannon proved in the 1940’s that,
provided the key has the same length as the message, and
that it is used exactly once and then thrown away, the
scheme offers perfect security [2].1 That is, even if Eve had
unlimited processing capabilities, her best estimate of the
message would be just a random guessVobserving the
encrypted message does not help her. But then the question becomes, how do we efficient create the ‘‘pad,’’ how
1
Shannon also showed that without a secret key at least as long as the
secret message, it is impossible to keep the message completely secret
from an eavesdropper who can observe the cipher-text (and is not
computationally limited).
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do we create shared secret keys of size equal to the messages between Alice and Bob. This challenge may create
the impression that this is a scheme of mainly theoretical
interest, with limited applicability in practice.
We here review our recent line of work, that exploits
wireless network properties to create ‘‘pads’’ efficiently.2
We exploit the fact that in networks, Alice and Bob may be
connected through multiple paths, and Eve may be limited
to observe a subset of them; the fact that channels are
noisy, leading to packet losses that are random; that in
wireless, we have broadcasting and interference; and the
existence of feedback, that is today part of all wireless
standards. By linking these properties together, we show
that we can create large shared secrets in polynomial time,
which indicates that one-time pad encryption, implemented appropriately, may be a scheme not only of theoretical
but also of practical interest.
This paper focuses on developing a theoretical understanding of these ideas. To do so, we model the wireless
medium as a broadcast packet erasure channel, with some
erasure probability towards each receiver. Erasure networks, although simpler than general networks, still capture the intricacies and possibilities of operating in a
wireless network environment (broadcasting, multipath,
channel variability, feedback). At the same time, analyzing
erasure networks is a more feasible task than general noisy
networksVindeed, we were able to derive secure message
capacity characterizations in a number of cases. And although we do not focus on the practical aspects in this
paper, we have first evidence that these ideas can translate
to practical networks: in Section VI we briefly discuss a
method that enables to create erasure channels out of
physical wireless channels, and have shown in first experiments that it is possible to create secret keys at tens of
Kbits per sec. The basic idea that enables translation to
practice is to bound the amount of information Eve receives by artificially creating channel variability in a controlled manner, so that, no matter where Eve is located
within a space, we ensure that she misses a certain fraction
of the packets.
Interestingly, in all cases where we were able to characterize the secrecy capacity, the optimal scheme utilizes
two phases: a key-sharing phase and a message-transmission phase. That is, Alice first exploits the network properties to create a shared key with Bob; and then encrypts her
message with the shared key and transmits it, like in the
one-time pad approach. The technical design comes into
selecting, for each network, how to create keys and how
much key to use to encrypt the message. Note that the
optimality of the two-phase protocol is proved through an
impossibility result that makes no assumptions on the
structure of the secrecy protocol, i.e., does not restrict
schemes to such two-phase protocols.
2

There are other works that use wireless properties to create security;
see Section V for a sampling of these ideas.

In the paper, we start from the simplest networkVa
single linkVand gradually progress to larger networks,
indicating in each case what are the new ideas that are
needed to optimally create shared keys and achieve the
secure message capacity. It turns out that we need to vary
our designs, depending on the network structure and parameters. We develop linear programming (LP) formulations, that enable to efficiently select the optimal
parameter values; and we prove that the identified solution
achieves the secrecy capacity, by providing an outer bound,
again in the form of an LP. We also discuss how these
techniques extend to multiuser networks, where the network resources need to be shared, and where we may need
protection not only against Eve, but also against honest but
curious users who participate in the communication
protocol.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the communication and adversary models; Section III develops ideas for secure unicast transmission, starting from
point-to-point communication to multihop networks;
Section IV discusses multiuser secrecy, including private
message broadcast, group key generation and oblivious
transfer; Section V gives a brief overview of related work;
and Section VI concludes the paper with a discussion and
open questions.

II. MODELS, DEFINITI ONS,
AND BACKGROUND
A. Communication Model
In our communication scenarios we have one sender
ðSÞ, one or more receivers ðDi Þ and adversaries. We often
refer to the sender as Alice, to the receiver(s) as Bob (and
Calvin) and to the adversary generically as Eve. In all our
settings we consider one particular channel model: a discrete memoryless erasure channel with feedback in terms
of ACKs (packet received) and NACKs (packet lost) from
the legitimate receivers; this feedback is completely overheard by the adversaries. In particular, we assume that the
state of the channel (erased or not erased) toward the
legitimate receivers is available strictly causally to all parties. Note that the state of the adversary (Eve) is not known
to the legitimate parties.
1) Erasure Channel With ACK/NACK Feedback: The input
to the channel consists of a L-length3 packet with symbols
from a finite field Fq . Let X denote the input alphabet of
the channel, then X ¼ FLq . Besides all input symbols, the
channel output alphabet Y contains also an erasure symbol
?: Y ¼ X [ f?g. We denote Xi 2 X the input of the

3
From an information theory perspective, we could use L ¼ 1; from a
practical perspective, we would like to use a value of L that makes the
overhead of the packet header negligible.
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channel in the ith time slot. We use the notation X n ¼
ðX1 ; . . . ; Xn Þ. We apply the same shorthand also for other
vectors.
In the broadcast setting there are M  2 receivers and
the collection of channel outputs is ðY1;i ; . . . ; YM;i Þ 2 Y M ,
where Yj;i is the observation of receiver j. The adversary is
a subset of the receivers. We use Yi as a shorthand for
ðY1;i ; . . . ; YM;i Þ 2 Y M , which is the channel output at time
i. We assume that all erasures are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), with erasure probabilities
1 ; . . . ; M
M 

 Y

Pr Yi jX i Y i1 ¼
Yj;i jXi

1) Information Theoretic Security Notions: Information
theoretic secrecy (also known as unconditional secrecy) is
the security when there is no assumption on the computational power of the adversary. Formally, it is defined in
terms of mutual information between the message and the
observations of the adversary. It is common to distinguish
perfect, strong, and weak secrecy [3]. Let W  Uniff1; 2;
. . . ; 2nR g denote a message to be secured and En all observations that Eve has access to after n transmissions of the
protocol. In this paper we use the notion of ‘‘strong secrecy’’ which effectively means that the confidential message and the observations of Eve are (asymptotically)
independent

j¼1





Pr Yj;i jXi ¼



lim IðW; En Þ ¼ 0

1  j ; Yj;i ¼ Xi
; 8j 2 f1; . . . ; Mg: (1)
j ;
Yj;i ¼?

In several situations (especially in Section III), we would
have M ¼ 2 receivers with one legitimate receiver (‘‘Bob’’)
and one eavesdropper (‘‘Eve’’). In this case, we use the
special notation of  denoting Bob’s and E denoting Eve’s
erasure probabilities respectively. We call this a point-topoint setting.
In a network setting there are more than one ð‘Þ channels and maybe some intermediate nodes in addition to the
sender and the receivers. Every channel operates as defined in the point-to-point setting, independently of each
other. In this case we use the indices of the erasure probabilities and the first indices of variables to denote the
index of the channel, e.g., Z3;i denotes the output symbol
for Eve on the 3rd channel in the ith time slot, which is an
erasure with probability 3 . We again use Yi as a shorthand
for ðY1;i ; . . . ; Y‘;i Þ and Zi as a shorthand for ðZ1;i ; . . . ; Z‘;i Þ.
The context clarifies whether Yj;i denotes the output of
receiver j or that of channel j.

n!1

lim HðWjY n Þ ¼ 0

n!1

where Y n are the observations of any legitimate recipient
of W. Strong secrecy can be interpreted as requiring
that the information leak toward Eve is negligible, while
being able to reliably send the message to the legitimate
recipients. The supremum of rates R for which these
conditions can be met is called the secure message
capacity.
A similar notion can be defined when two (or more)
parties want to agree on a common key K, which is kept
secure from adversaries whose observations are En after n
transmissions of the protocol. In this case, for secure key
agreement we need
lim IðK; En Þ ¼ 0

n!1

lim PðK^ 6¼ KÞ ¼ 0

n!1

lim HðKÞ  nR ¼ 0; where K 2 f0; 1gnR

n!1

B. Adversary Model and Security Notions
We consider an eavesdropping adversary, Eve, who
aims to learn the message that Alice sends to another receiver. In the setting of Section III, Eve is passive, she does
not transmit any signal. However, in Section IV-A, where
the adversary could be one of the receivers, Eve participates in the protocol and therefore could be an ‘‘active’’
adversary. Next, we describe the security guarantees that
we seek. We do not make any assumptions on the computational power of Eve. Instead, we only assume that the
channel through which she observes the communication is
not perfect; erasures occur on her channel also. In a network setting, the adversary can select a subset of channels
to eavesdrop on. We assume that the maximum number of
eavesdropped channels is known, but the actual subset of
eavesdropped channels (which we sometimes call the
location of Eve) is not.
1828

(2)

(3)

where K^ is the key of a legitimate participant created from
its observations Y n , and K is the common key that all the
participants agree on.

I II . SECURE UNICAST T RANSMISSION
A. Broad Approach
In this section we discuss unicast transmissions where
there is a single destination for each message. All the
schemes we describe in this section are optimal (capacity
achieving), and share the following two-phase structure
and design principles:
• Phase I. In this phase we create a shared key, between Alice and Bob, and potentially between
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Our networks. Causal channel state feedback are sent over a
separate noiseless public channel (not shown). (a) Direct channels.
(b) V-network. (c) Triangle network.

other nodes in the network which is secret from
the adversaries. To create a shared key between
two network nodes, we send random packets in the
network so that, we maximize the amount of
packets that the legitimate nodes share, while at
the same time minimize the amount of the
packets that Eve has also observed. Once two
nodes share random packets, we estimate how
many of these Eve has also overheard. We use this
estimate to create a shared key using a maximum
distance separable (MDS) code, as we describe in
Section III-B.
• Phase II. In this phase, we use the shared key to
encrypt the message, and transmit the message
from Alice to Bob. In some cases, we may only use
an end-to-end key, that Alice and Bob share. In
other cases, we may also use link-by-link keys
that we apply and peel off throughout the network. The overall goal is to use the least amount
of key required so that the message is protected
from Eve.
We analyze a sequence of networks, starting from the
point-to-point single channel network [see Fig. 1(a) (top)],
and progressing to a network with two parallel channels
[see Fig. 1(a) (bottom)], then to a network with two
sources with limited common randomness [V-network,
Fig. 1(b)], building to the triangle network. In each of the
steps, we introduce new techniques and ideas on how to
efficiently share random packets and achieve the message
capacity.
Interestingly, it turns out that all the achievability
schemes can be expressed through LPs that require new
techniquesVwhich introduce new constraints to the
LPs–as the network grows, yet also reuse the techniques
(constraints) of the previous steps. Moreover, the LPs
include as a special case the classical information flow LP
without secrecy over the same configurations; essentially
we augment them with (non-trivial) secrecy-related constraints. The solution of the LP schemes we present
achieves the capacity. To prove this, we developed outer
bounds also as linear programs, and showed that the inner
and outer bound LPs have the same optimal value (see
Section III-H).

B. A Common Tool: MDS Coding to Create Keys
Throughout this paper we use the following observation, that helps to efficiently create shared keys. Assume
Alice and Bob share N random packets, and Eve has overheard (any) N 0 of these; we can then create N–N 0 linear
combinations of the N random packets, such that Eve
knows nothing about them. Using MDS codes enables us to
efficiently create such linear combinations [4]. Let’s think
of packets as variables; essentially, what MDS coding ensures is that, no matter which N 0 variables Eve has observed, if we take the N–N 0 linear equations and substitute
zero for the variables that Eve has, the resulting equations
(in the remaining N–N 0 variables) are linearly independent. That is, we can create N–N0 linearly independent
packets that Eve knows nothing about, and these can serve
as Alice-Bob keys.4
As an illustration, the previous observation enables us
to implement the information theoretical key-agreement
scheme of Maurer [6] and Ahlswede-Csiszár [7], using
linear complexity and simple ACK/NACK feedback. Indeed, assume that we have an ideal erasure broadcast
channel, where the erasure probability of the Alice-Bob
channel is  and of the Alice-Eve channel E . Suppose Alice
transmits n random packets. For large enough n, the erasure channel ensures that N  ð1  Þn packets are received by Bob, of which N 0  ð1  E Þð1  Þn are also
received by Eve and leaving about N  N0  E ð1  Þn
packets received by Bob and not Eve. Clearly, neither
Alice or Bob know what are the packets Eve received, but
only their cardinality. First, Alice learns which N packets
Bob received, through simple ACK/NACK feedback. Alice
and Bob establish a secret key by performing privacy
amplification: they create a common key by forming about
nE ð1  Þ appropriately chosen linear combinations of
the N packets received by Bob. By choosing these linear
combinations through a MDS code [4], we can generate
about nE ð1  Þ bits of key that are completely secure
from Eve. For the erasure channel, this corresponds to the
optimal key-generation rate [6], [7].
C. Point-to-Point Secret Message Capacity
Consider the erasure channel depicted in Fig. 1(a)
(top), where  is the erasure probability to D and E the
erasure probability to Eve. Our aim is to maximize R, the
secret message rate at which S can send a message securely
to D. We use the following three ideas, that we next summarize, and discuss in more detail when we describe the
scheme:
(I1). Time-sharing between two phases: in a first phaseV
for a time fraction kVwe create a secret key between S

4
The size of the MDS code affects the size of the finite field over
which we need to operate. However, instead of MDS coding, for large
values of n we can also use random coding over a finite field of fixed size
(eg binary), and still asymptotically in n achieve the same properties [5].
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and D; in the second phaseVfor a time fraction mVwe use
the created key to encrypt and send the message.
(I2). The amount of key we need to secure the message
equals the amount of the message transmissions that Eve
will actually observe (which is smaller than the message
size).
(I3). We use ARQ for the encrypted message transmission.
Scheme Description and Discussion [8], [9]: In the first
phase, Alice simply sends i.i.d. random packets generated
from her private randomness; Bob publicly acknowledges the packets he has received. If the first phase lasts
for a time fraction k, then Alice and Bob, using the MDS
coding we previously described, can create a key at rate
kE ð1  Þ.
The amount of key we need, is smaller than the length
of the message (unlike the one-time pad requirement). Indeed, Eve is only going to receive a fraction of the packets
intended for Bob in the second phase and thus we only need
to create an amount of key that allows us to protect against
this fraction. As a specific example, say Alice sends 10 encrypted messages, and because of erasures, Eve receives
(some) 3 of them. To protect the 10 messages, it is sufficient
that we use 3 key packetsVand not 10. We simply take 3
key packets, create 10 linear combinations of them such
that any three are linearly independent, and use these 10
linear combinations for encryption, by XOR-ing them with
the 10 messages.
Note that how many encrypted message packets Eve
receives, depends on the strategy Alice uses to convey the
encrypted message to Bob. Alice is connected to Bob
through an erasure channel; to transmit efficiently, she
needs to use a capacity achieving technique. For instance,
both ARQ and erasure coding are capacity achieving
techniques and would lead to the same performance for
unsecure message transmission over erasure channels.
However, when we are interested in secure message sending, if we were to transmit the encrypted message using
erasure coding, we would get a worse performance than
with ARQ. This is because, with ARQ Eve may receive the
same packet and thus the same information twice; while
with erasure coding, every packet Eve receives gives her new
information about the message.
In summary: in the second phase, the optimal
scheme uses ARQ and transmits the message for a time
fraction of m; Eve receives mð1  Þðð1  E Þ=ð1  E ÞÞ
packets. To be secure, we need to have created a key equal
to this amount, and expand it to size m to encrypt the
message.

LP 1 Point-to-Point LP
Input: Erasure probabilities  and E
Output: Secure message rate R
max R
s.t. : R  ð1  Þm
mþk 1
1  E
 kE ð1  Þ
mð1  Þ
1  E
m; k; R  0

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

LP Formulation: Although we have a closed form expression for the capacity, we also provide an associated LP
formulation, because the LPs for larger networks follow
the structure introduced here. The solution of LP leads to
the optimal rate RSM in equation (4) [9].
We have three variables: R, the secret message rate that
we maximize, k, the fraction of time that we use to create a
secret key from private randomness, and m the fraction of
time we use to send the message. Constraint (5) is a
capacity constraint: using the erasure channel at a fraction
m of the time enables a message rate at most mð1  Þ.
Constraint (5) expresses that we timeshare between key
generation and message sending. Constraint (6) ensures
that the amount of message that Eve receives is smaller
than the amount of key we have created and thus the key is
sufficient to securely encrypt the message.

D. Parallel Channels
Consider the setting displayed in Fig. 1(a) (bottom)
where there are two parallel independent erasure channels, with erasure parameters 1 , 1E (channel 1) and 2 ,
2E (channel 2). We assume that Eve wiretaps any one of
the two channels (and we do not know which one).
Clearly, on both channels we can apply the scheme we
have previously described for a single channel and achieve
the sum rate. This is not optimal, because we do not exploit
the fact that we have multiple paths and Eve is not present
in all of them. We need the following idea.
(I4). All the random packets that Alice sends through
channel 1 and Bob successfully receives, can be used as a
secret key on channel 2 (and symmetrically). For instance, if Eve is on channel 1, any packet received through
channel 2 by Bob is completely secret from Eve, and can be
contribute to the key used on channel 1.

Capacity: The secure message capacity equals [9]

RSM ¼ ð1  ÞE

1830

1  E
L log q:
1  E2

(4)

Short Scheme Description: We divide the message into
two parts and send them at rates m1 and m2 through
channels 1 and 2 respectively; to protect them, we use a
different key for each channel. Over each channel we
implement essentially the same scheme as before (i.e.,
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time-sharing between key-generation and a message sending phase, sending the encrypted messaged with ARQ,
etc.); the difference is that we more efficiently generate
keys using the idea (I4).
LP 2 Two Parallel Channels LP
Input: Erasure probabilities i and iE
Output: Secure message rate R
max R
s.t. : R  ð1  1 Þm1 þ ð1  2 Þm2
ð1  1E Þð1  1 Þ
 k2 ð1  2 Þ þ k1 1E ð1  1 Þ
1  1 1E
ð1  2E Þð1  2 Þ
 k1 ð1  1 Þ þ k2 2E ð1  2 Þ
m2
1  2 2E
m1 þ k1  1
m1

m2 þ k2  1
R; m1 ; m2 ; k1 ; k2  0

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

LP Formulation: We follow the structure of LP 1, with
now five variables: R is the rate we maximize, k1 ; k2 , and
m1 ; m2 the fraction of time we use to send generate keys
and send messages on channels 1 and 2, respectively.
Constraints (12) and (13) express the timesharing between
key generation and message sending. Constraint (9) is the
capacity constraint across the two channels. In the secrecy
constraints (10) and (11) besides the key generation terms
as seen for the single channel, the terms k2 ð1  2 Þ and
k1 ð1  1 Þ also appear; these capture the key generation
packets received through the second (first) channel and
used as secret keys on the other channel. The solution to
this LP is the capacity (see Section III-H).

E. V-Network
Consider the V-network in Fig. 1(b): two sources S1 and
S2 are connected to a common destination D through
independent erasure channels. S1 and S2 have a common
message and can generate unlimited amounts of private
randomness, but have access to only a rate limited common random source Y. Essentially, this is very similar to
two parallel channel setup, with the difference that we
split Alice into two parts: both parts have the message, but
they have limited common random packets to send. We
look at this setup as an intermediate step to studying multihop networks, where now intermediate network nodes
may share limited common randomness that they acquired
from a common source.
The common randomness between the two sources is a
valuable resource as it affects the key generation rate
achievable by approach (I4) (packets received by D
through one of the channels and used as a key on the

other). To avoid wasting the common randomness we
introduce two techniques:
(I5). We send part of the common random packets using
ARQ (ensuring that these packet are definitely received).
(I6). We send another part of the common packets using
approach (I4), with a twist: sources S1 and S2 transmit
linear combinations of common random packets, so that,
the set of received packets (either by the destination, or the
eavesdropper, or both) are independent. Using coding
makes this possible without knowing Eve’s channel state.
Short Scheme Description and Discussion [10]: Our
scheme combines several key generation methods. The
common randomness Y is divided into three independent
parts: r1 ; r2 , and c. S1 sends rate r1 independent random
packets using ARQ. These packets contribute to the key of
S1 with rate r1 ð1E ð1  1 Þ=ð1  1 1E ÞÞ; moreover, as they
are known by S2 , but not an eavesdropper on the second
channel, they also contribute to the key of S2 with rate r1 .
Source S2 uses the rate r2 packets from the common randomness in the same way. Part c is used as in I5: S1 sends
rate c1 packets while S2 sends rate c2 packets; these packets
are not necessarily independent, but are always innovative
for D and Eve (taken together), i.e., they convey new information to D and Eve. This enables a key rate c1 1E ð1
1 Þ þ c2 ð1  2 Þ for S1 and c2 2E ð1 2 Þ þ c1 ð1  1 Þ for
S2 . Finally, each source sends random packets using private randomness at a time fraction p1 and p2 ; these packets
contribute only to the key of the source that transmitted
them.
The intuition behind (I6) is the following. In the pointto-point case, the optimal key-generation scheme has Alice
generate uniform at random packets and send these to
Bob; this has the advantage that packets that Eve receives
and Bob does not, give no information to Eve about the
packets that Bob receives. (I6) mimics this more efficiently: when Alice sends uniform at random packets,
there exist some packets that neither Bob nor Eve receive;
thus in a sense these packets do not serve any purpose. To
avoid this, Alice could simply expand the k random packets
to k=ð1  E Þ packets, so that, when Alice transmits the
expanded packets, Eve cannot learn anything about the
packets that Bob receives, from the packets that only she
(and not Bob) has collected. This is exactly what (I6) does
across S1 and S2 . The LP we provide next selects what
fraction of the packets to send using MDS, and what
fraction to send using ARQ, separately for each edge. ARQ
has the advantage that it preserves all random packets, and
the disadvantage that Eve collects more of them.
LP Formulation: Our parameters are now: the rate R; m1
and m2 , the message transmitting fractions; r1 and r2 , the
fraction of time we use ARQ for common randomness; c1
and c2 , the fraction of time we transmit linear combinations of common randomness; and p1 and p2 , the fraction of
time we use private randomness for key generation. As
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before, (15) is a min-cut constraint; (16) and (17) ensure
we create sufficient key to protect the message; (21) and
(22) ensure time-sharing; and the new constraints (18),
(19), and (20) ensure sufficient rate in the limited common
randomness.
LP 3 V-network LP
Input: Erasure probabilities i and iE , randomness Y
Output: Secure message rate R
max R such that :
R  ð1  1 Þm1 þ ð1  2 Þm2

(15)

ð11E Þð1  1 Þ
1E ð1  1 Þ
 r2 þ r1
þ c2 ð1  2 Þ
m1
1  1 1E
1  1 1E
þ ðc1 þ k1 Þ1E ð1  1 Þ
(16)
ð1  2E Þð1  2 Þ
2E ð1  2 Þ
 r1 þ r2
þ c1 ð1  1 Þ
m2
1  2 2E
1  2 2E
þ ðc2 þ k2 Þ2E ð1  2 Þ
(17)
Hð Y Þ  c þ r1 þ r2

(18)

c  ð1  1 1E Þc1 þ ð1  2 Þc2
c  ð1  2 2E Þc2 þ ð1  1 Þc1
r1
1  p1 þ m1 þ c1 þ
1  1
r2
1  p2 þ m2 þ c2 þ
1  2

(19)
(20)

LP 4 Triangle Network LP
Input: Erasure probabilities i and iE
Output: Secure message rate R

(21)
(22)

F. Triangle Network
Consider now the triangle network in Fig. 1(c), where S
(Alice) is connected to D (Bob) through a relay U. In this
case as well, the optimal scheme first generates sufficient
amounts of key for each channel and then employs it for
message encryption. Note that the relay U and the source S
will share limited rate common randomness, from random
packets that S sends to U through the S  U channel, which
is very similar to the V-network setup. Yet there is also a
significant difference with the V-network: the relay U does
not have the message; it can only receive it by consuming
channel S  U resources. To overcome this, we need to use
two more ideas, that essentially reduce the amount of
message we need to send to U.
(I7). The encrypted message packets that travel on the
S–U–D path can potentially be encrypted with three types
of key: key that only S–U share (say KSU ); key that only U–
D share (say KUD ), and key that S and D share (say KSD ).
The source can send to U messages encrypted with KSU and
KSD ; U will need to remove KSU from these encrypted
messages (since D does not have it), yet it does not need to
remove KSD . That is, U does not need to completely decrypt
the message, but can essentially assume that KSD provides
part of the randomness needed to secure the message over
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the UD link, and use the key KUD to provide the remaining
randomness.
(I8). Assume that S creates a packet P from the common randomness as we did in (I5). Instead of sending P as
previously, S now combines P with a message packet W and
sends P0 ¼ P  W to D. Note that D cannot yet decode W.
Packet P is available for U and is transmitted on the U  D
channel using ARQ. This transmission is utilized in two
ways. First, note that W ¼ P0  P, thus they allow D to
decode a message packet. Thus, as far as D is concerned,
transmission of P from U can be considered as part of the
message sending phase, but there is no need to further
encrypt them, because P is independent from the message.
Second, as far as Eve on the U  D channel is concerned,
these are random key generation packets forwarded using
ARQ, so they also contribute to the key KUD on the U  D
channel. We refer the interested reader for the detailed
description of the scheme to [11].

max R such that:
R  ð1  1 Þm1 þ ð1  3 Þm3
1  1E
 ðk1 þ c1 Þ1E ð1  1 Þ
m1 ð1  1 Þ
1  1 1E
þ r3 þ c3 ð1  3 Þ
1  2E
 k2 2E ð1  2 Þ þ k1 ð1  1 Þ
m2 ð1  2 Þ
1  2 2E
1  3E
 ðk3 þ c3 Þ3E ð1  3 Þ
m3 ð1  3 Þ
1  3 3E
1  3
þ ðk1 þ c1 Þð1  1 Þ þ r3 3E
1  3 3E
k2 ð1  2 Þ  c þ r3
c  c1 ð1  1 1E Þ þ c3 ð1  3 Þ

(27)
(28)

c  c3 ð1  3 3E Þ þ c1 ð1  1 Þ
ð1  3 Þm3  ð1  2 Þm2 þ c1 ð1  1 Þ

(29)
(30)

1  k1 þ m1 þ c1

(31)

1  k2 þ m2

(32)

r3
1  k3 þ m3 þ c3 þ
1  3

(33)

(23)

(24)
(25)

(26)

LP-Formulation: LP 4 has very similar format to the
previous cases, with the difference that we now also use
(I7) and (I8) for efficiency (see [11]). Briefly, variables
m1 ; m2 ; m3 correspond to the message phase on each
channel, while the other variables correspond to various
key generation methods. Inequality (23) is a rate constraint
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arising from the length of message sending phases on the
S–D and U–D channels. The next three constraints (31)–
(33) formulate the time-sharing constraints on each
channel. Inequalities (24)–(26) ensure that each channel
has sufficient amount of key at its disposal to secure
against the eavesdropper on the given channel in the
message sending phase. Inequalities (24) and (25) come
directly after accounting for the corresponding key rates.
Since U uses keys only in the last step of the message
sending phase, (26) is not that straightforward, but a short
calculation shows that (26) guarantees security on the U–D
channel [11]. Constraints (27)–(29) correspond to the
amount and the use of common randomness that S and U
share, but with the difference that now the key
generation packets that U receives constitute the
common randomness. Inequality (30) limits the length
of the message sending phase on the U–D channel, the
constraint follows from the fact that U does not have access
to W.

G. Extension to Arbitrary Networks
A natural question is, can we extend these results to
arbitrary networks. Unfortunately, it is clear from the previous sections that, as the size of the network increases, so
does the complexity of the secure message capacity achieving scheme. For the small networks we discussed we could
derive secure message capacity characterizations, yet as
soon as we go to a network with more than one hop and
multiple nodes, there exists an exponential number of
subsets of nodes that can generate randomness, or exploit
shared randomness, create shared keys, and apply or peel
off keys. Indeed, finding the secrecy capacity of a general
network is as hard as determining the capacity region of
multiple unicast network coding, which is a long-standing
open problem [12], [13]. Thus exact secrecy capacity
characterizations seem challenging.
On the positive side, we can easily extend the ideas
we have developed to design new achievability schemes
for arbitrary networks, that leverage erasures and feedback to achieve secrecy rates that are in some cases multiple times higher than the best alternatives in the
literature.
To illustrate, consider the secure network coding setup,
introduced by Cai and Yeung [14]–[16]: a source wants to
securely send a message to a set of receivers over a packet
network with error-free unit-rate edges, in the presence of
a passive eavesdropper, Eve; the min-cut to each receiver
equals h and Eve wiretaps any z edges of the network. By
exploiting the fact that there will exist at least h  z paths
towards each receiver that Eve will not overhear, it is
possible to securely communicate at rate h  z.
Now instead of the unit-rate error-free edges that
secure network coding assumes, consider the simplest
generalization, independent erasure networks with the
same erasure probability  in each channel. We assume
that there exist h edge-disjoint paths from the source to

Fig. 2. Advantage of exploiting erasures and feedback, as a function
of the number of eavesdropped edges z, when h = t = 10, d = dE = 0.3.
Note that this figure applies for all network topologies with these
parameters.

each receiver, and that our eavesdropper, Eve, observes
any z channels in the network. To apply secure network
coding in this setup, we need to first apply channel coding
to transform the erasure channels to error-free links;
channel coding followed by secure network coding would
lead to rate ðh  zÞð1  Þ. Clearly, this is suboptimal, as
we do not exploit the erasures for secrecy.
To improve upon this scheme, we first observe that
secure network coding can also be expressed as two phase
scheme through a modified construction [17]. The original construction in [14] simultaneously sends keys and
messages encrypted with the keys to the receiver; the
receiver solves linear equations to retrieve at the same
time both the keys and the messages. Our modified construction explicitly utilizes a key-sharing phase, where the
source establishes secret keys with the receivers and a
message sending phase, that uses these established secret
keys to encode and securely send messages. Although
there is no difference in achievable rates between the
original and our modified approach, by explicitly separating the two phases enables to optimize each phase on
its own. Compared to error-free networks, by exploiting
erasures and feedback we gain benefits in two ways: 1) we
can create keys at higher rates during the first phase; and
2) we need create a smaller amount of keys to protect the
message-sending during the second phase, since Eve
observes less relevant information over erasure networks
[17], [18].
Fig. 2 shows the ration of the rate R one of our
algorithms achieves, divided with the rate ðh  zÞð1  Þ
that channel coding followed by secure network coding
achieves, as a function of the number of eavesdropped
edges, z.

H. Brief Outline of Outer Bounds
We can show that the schemes in Section III-C to F are
optimal. To illustrate the proof technique, consider the
parallel channels from Section III-D. We derive a number
of general inequalities and then treat the different entropy
and mutual information terms as arbitrary nonnegative
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variables. This turns the information inequalities into linear constraints resulting in another linear program, which
we call the outer bound LP. Specifically, we show in [18]
that the secret message transmission capacity of two
parallel channels is upper-bounded by the value to the
following LP:

max R
s.t. : R  ð1  1 Þm1 þ ð1  2 Þm2

(34)

m1

ð1  1E Þð1  1 Þ
 k2 ð1  2 Þ þ k1 1E ð1  1 Þ
1  1 1E

(35)

m2

ð1  2E Þð1  2 Þ
 k1 ð1  1 Þ þ k2 2E ð1  2 Þ
1  2 2E

(36)

m1 þ k1  1

(37)

R; m1 ; m2 ; k1 ; k2  0:

(39)

In our converse, the variables m1 ; m2 ; k1 ; k2 in the LP are in
fact the following:

mj ¼

n
1X
IðXj;i ; WjY i1 ; Fi1 Þ
n i¼1

kj ¼

n
1X
HðXj;i jY i1 ; Fi1 ; WÞ
n i¼1

for j ¼ 1; 2, where n is number of channel uses, W is the
secret message, Xj is the input to the jth channel, Y is the
(vector of) outputs of the two channels, and F is the public
feedback. We may interpret kj as the fraction of time Alice
devotes to key generation on channel-j and mj as the fraction she devotes to sending (encrypted) message over that
channel. The constraint (34) comes via Fano’s inequality
from Bob’s probability of error in decoding the secret
message being small. Secrecy implies the constraints (35)
and (36). The constraint (35), for instance, can be interpreted as a balance between the amount of secret key
available for securing message transmission on channel 1
(RHS) and the amount of secret key required for securing
the message sent over channel 1 from an eavesdropper on
that channel (LHS). The rest of the constraints are just
regularity conditions on the variables; (37) and (38)
come from the total fraction of time not exceeding 1, and
(39) from fractions of time and rate being nonnegative.
In this case the outer bound LP matches the inner bound
LP from Section III-D proving the optimality of the
scheme there.
For the triangle network (Section III-F), the capacity of
any cut of the network is an obvious outer bound. The
triangle network has two cuts, the S–UD and the SU–D cut.
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However, using a similar technique as above we can show
[11] that the capacity of the triangle network is not the
minimum of the cut values. In other words, the min-cut
value of the network is not achievable, in general. Our
outer bound LP in this case turns out not to be identical to
the inner bound LP. Still we can show through a number of
reduction steps that the optimal value of the outer bound
LP is the same as the optimal value of the inner bound LP
proving the optimality of the scheme. For details we refer
the reader to [19].

I V. MUL TI USER NETWORK S
In this section we highlight some ideas in multiuser
secrecy over erasure broadcast channels. The distinguishing theme is that we need protocols that are secure even
when untrusted users actively participate in them. For
most ideas in this section, the security is provided against
users who are honest but curious; i.e., follow the protocol
correctly, but would like to extract the secret of the other
users.5 In Section IV-A, we focus on confidential individual message broadcast to multiple users. In Section IV-B
we develop protocols for group key generation motivated
by the need for subset of participants to share a common
and secure key, which is kept secret from another (nonintersecting) set of participants as well as eavesdroppers.
Finally, in Section IV-C, we discuss preliminary ideas of
getting new functionalities like oblivious transfer (OT)
between two or more untrusting parties in the presence of
eavesdroppers.

A. Secure Private Message Broadcast
Consider an erasure broadcast channel with M receivers D1 ; . . . ; DM , and a sender Alice, who has a private
message for each of the receivers. The goal is to find the set
of all achievable M-tuples ðR1 ; . . . ; RM Þ, so that, the private
message to each receiver is kept secret from the other
receivers, even if they all collude. We will again use a twophase (key-creation, message-sending) protocol, where we
now add the following ideas.
(I9). In Phase I, Alice broadcasts the same random
packets towards all users, and exploits the fact that every
user Di successfully receives a different subset of these
packets, to create private keys Ki with each user.
(I10). Even if users are malicious and dishonestly acknowledge which packets they have received, we can in
some cases exploit coding to build a protocol that still
guarantees to the honest users the optimal secure message rate.
Scheme Description and Discussion: We distinguish between honest and malicious users.
5
We also briefly mention cases where we can get security against
users that maliciously do not follow the protocol.
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 Honest but curious users. In the first phase, Alice sends
i.i.d. uniform packets, and all receivers publicly acknowledge the packets they receive. The packets received exclusively by receiver Dk is the secret key between that
receiver and Alice. To create the secret key between
Alice and receiver Dk , we use ideas (I1) and (I2), assuming that all the other receivers collude, and jointly play
the role of Eve.
In the second phase, these keys are used to encrypt the
private messages. To deliver the encrypted messages
efficiently, we need to use a capacity-achieving strategy
for insecure message transmission (like we used ARQ in
the point-to-point channels, that is capacity achieving for
insecure message transmission over erasure channels). In
this case, we adapt the capacity achieving scheme of [20]
and [21] for nonsecure message transmission over erasure
broadcast channels. That scheme achieves all rate-tuples
ðR1 ; . . . ; RM Þ satisfying

T2 ðR1 ; . . . ; RM Þ :¼ max


M
X
i¼1

1

R
Qi i

k¼1 k

1

(40)

where the maximization is taken over all permutations 
of f1; . . . ; Mg. This is optimal for M  3 or for a symmetric channel with M > 3 [20], [21]. T2 ðR1 ; . . . ; RM Þ is
the proportion of time taken by the second phase of our
protocol (as a fraction of the duration of the entire
protocol).
We adapt this for our second phase as follows. In a
first subphase, Alice repeatedly sends each encrypted
data packet until it is received by at least one of the
receivers. If the packet is received exclusively by the
intended receiver the key is reused. In the second subphase, Alice sends linear combinations of the encrypted
packets that were not received by the intended receiver in
the first subphase. This allows her to take advantage of the
side-information she receivers in the form of packets
‘‘incorrectly’’ delivered during the first subphase. A property of the scheme is that an encrypted packet forms
part of a transmitted linear combination only until the
channel delivers such a packet to the intended receiver
(see [22] for more details).
To compute the amount of secret key required to
encrypt packets to Dj (cf. idea (I2) of Section III-C), we may
treat the rest of the usersQas one super-eavesdropper with an
erasure probability of k6¼j k . Notice that an encrypted
packet meant for Dj is repeated over the channel, either on
its on or as part of a linear combination (whose other
elements are known to the super-eavesdropper), only until
it is received by the intended receiver Dj . Hence, by the
same reasoning as in Section III-C,Qthe rate of theQ
secret key
between Alice and Dj is Rj ðð1  k6¼j k Þ=ð1  M
k¼1 k ÞÞ.
Since the
secret-key
generation
rate
for
Alice
and
Dj is
Q
ð1  j Þ k6¼j k , this translates to the proportion of time

taken by the first phase to be at least

T1 ðR1 ; . . . ; RM Þ :¼ max Rj
j

1
1

Q

k6¼j k

1
Q
:
ð1


Þ

j
k6¼j k
k¼1 k

QM

Thus all rate-tuples ðR1 ; . . . ; RM Þ satisfying the following
are achievable:
T1 ðR1 ; . . . ; RM Þ þ T2 ðR1 ; . . . ; RM Þ  1:
Using a similar converse technique as in Section III-H,
we can show the optimality of this scheme whenever (40)
is optimal for the nonsecure message transmission problem (e.g., for M  3 or for a symmetric channel with
M > 3 [22]).
 Malicious users. The above scheme depended on all
users honestly reporting ACK/NACK’s. However, it turns
out that for the special case of M ¼ 2, the same secure
message rates can be supported even if a user deviates from
the protocol by maliciously misreporting ACK/NACK’s.
For this, we make the following modifications:
In the first phase, when Alice and a receiver, say, D1
want to generate a secret key, rather than rely on the
feedback from D2 , they use privacy amplification as in
Section III-B on the packets received by D1 . In the second phase, an expanded secret key is used, again as in
Section III-C. Care is taken to ensure that no user is
pretending he received significantly less packets than
what expected from the typical behavior of its channel.
When such atypical behavior is detected, that user is
treated as an eavesdropper and no further attempts are
made to deliver its message; from then on, the protocol
proceeds along the lines of the point-to-point case with
eavesdropper in Section III-C. Since the security of our
scheme from Section III-C only depends on ensuring that
an adversary does not obtain more than its typical share
of eavesdropped packets about another user, the modified
scheme ensures security even against malicious adversaries. See [22, Section VI] for details.

B. Group Keys and Network Coding
Unlike the previous sections, where we looked at
secure message sending, we give here an example of
creating a shared key among a group of wireless users. The
users may utilize this key in a variety of ways, possibly to
bootstrap, for instance, cryptographic protocols; we here
focus only on the shared key creation. Thus clearly, we
only have a key-creation phase.
We consider n wireless nodes T0 ; . . . ; Tn1 who want to
share a group secret key which is secure from another set
of nodes denoted by E, which shares the wireless medium.
All users can broadcast through an erasure broadcast
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channel and also have access to an insecure public channel
(which is reliable but can be heard by all participants
including eavesdroppers). For simplicity we assume that
only T0 (like a wireless access point) can transmit over the
broadcast erasure channel to all the users.6 We use the
following idea.
(I11). T0 creates a pairwise secret key S i of size ki
with each terminal Ti , which is completely secure from E
eavesdroppers, using the broadcast erasure channel. Then
T0 uses the public (insecure) channel and coding to
create a a common shared key among all users that has size
mini ki .
Scheme Description: The group key generation occurs
in the following steps: First, T0 broadcasts a set of
random packets, which get independently erased at each
node Ti and in nodes in E. The (legitimate) nodes then
respond through ACK/NACK enabling T0 to create pairwise keys Ki with every user Ti ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; m  1, that are
secure from the eavesdropper E, using the ideas (I1) and
(I2). In the second step, using principles of network
coding, T0 broadcasts, using the insecure public channel,
maximally useful linear combinations of the pairwise
keys fKi g to reconcile them among the users, creating a
shared randomness ðK1 ; . . . ; Km1 Þ. Finally, as this broadcast leaks some information, a secure key K can then be
extracted from the (partially insecure) key ðK1 ; . . . ; Km1 Þ
which is a common knowledge among all legitimate
nodes.
For example, suppose we have three terminals
T0 ; T1 ; T2 , which we call Alice, Bob and Calvin; along
with an eavesdropper Eve. Suppose Alice broadcasts a set
of packets fxi g and suppose Bob received x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4 ; x5 ,
and Eve received x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x7 ; x8 and did not receive x4 ;
x5 ; x6 . Then in phase 1, Alice and Bob construct K1 ¼ fx1 
x3  x5 ; x2  x4 g, which is completely secure from Eve. In
a similar manner suppose Calvin has received x2 ; x4 ; x6 ;
x7 ; x8 and therefore Alice-Calvin can create K2 ¼ fx2 
x7  x4 ; x2  x4 g, which is again completely secure from
Eve. Now, let us call y1 ¼ x1  x3  x5 ; y2 ¼ x2  x4 ; y3 ¼
x2  x7  x4 , which is ðK1 ; K2 Þ and are completely secure
from Eve. To reconcile the information, Alice needs to
send just one transmission using network coding; in this
case as Bob knows fy1 ; y2 g and Calvin knows fy2 ; y3 g, by
sending y1  y3 over the public channel, Alice can ensure
that Bob and Calvin know fy1 ; y2 ; y3 g. However, Eve now
knows y1  y3 . Therefore to create a group secret that Eve
does not know anything about, Alice-Bob-Calvin can create
K ¼ fy1  y2  y3 ; y2  y3 g. Note that the linear combinations should be chosen with care so that they are secure
from Eve.
Interestingly, in the above example, the overall shared
secret K has the same size as K1 and K2 . In fact this
6
Some of these ideas can also be extended when each user can also
broadcast with different broadcast erasure channels.
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observation is true in general for erasure broadcast channels. It can be shown that this protocol yields the group key
is of the same size as the minimum size of secure pairwise
key that can be generated between T0 and terminals fTi g.
For channels which have independent erasures, this can
also be shown to be the largest group key that can be
created; i.e., that this protocol is in fact optimal [8], [23].
Some preliminary experimental observations and ideas to
make this protocol implementable in a real wireless testbed are given in Section VI.

C. Oblivious Transfer
In secure multiparty computation mutually distrusting
users compute functions of their data in such a fashion that
they learn nothing more about other users’ data than the
output of the functions, i.e., in contrast with previous
sections where secrecy is required only against eavesdroppers, here secrecy is desired even against the users
engaged in the computation. It is well-known that, in
general, such computations are not possible with information theoretic security guarantees (against all users) if
the users only have access to private/common randomness
and noiseless communication [24]. However, in a pair of
seminal papers, Ben-Or, Goldwasser, and Wigderson [25]
and Chaum, Crépeau, and Damgård [26] showed that if the
number of colluding users is guaranteed to be strictly
smaller a certain fraction of the number n of users
computing, it is possible to (information theoretically)
securely compute any function. This fraction is n=2 for the
honest-but-curious model where users faithfully follow the
given protocol, but at the end of the execution of the
protocol they may collude to obtain additional information
from everything they have observed in the course of
executing the protocol, and it is n=3 in the malicious model
where colluders may arbitrarily deviate from the protocol.
When the number of colluders cannot be guaranteed to
satisfy such thresholds, additional stochastic resources
such as noisy channels can be used to obtain secure
computation. Crépeau and Kilian [27] showed that two
users with access to a noisy channel can securely compute
any function. The approach was to obtain a primitive
secure computation called oblivious transfer (OT) from
the noisy channel and then use a reduction of the two-user
secure computation to OT due to Kilian [28].
Oblivious Transfer: is a secure two-user computation. In
1-of-2 string OT, one of the users, say, Alice, has two bit
strings B0 ; B1 each of length nR. The other user, say, Bob,
wants to learn exactly one of the two strings. Let
U 2 f0; 1g represent Bob’s choice bit, i.e., Bob requires
BU . Bob does not want Alice to find out U, while Alice
wants to ensure that Bob does not learn anything about BU ,
where U ¼ U  1. As in previous sections we consider a
broadcast erasure channel from Alice to Bob and an
eavesdropper Eve, and let n be the number of channel uses.
In addition, we assume the availability of a noiseless public
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discussion channel over which Alice and Bob may
exchange messages which are observed by Eve as well7.
In addition to privacy of B0 , B1 , and U from Eve, we will
also require privacy for Alice and for Bob against the other
user in collusion with Eve (2-privacy).
Let An , Bn , Cn denote what Alice, Bob, and Eve, respectively have access to at the end of the protocol. The goal is
to characterize the largest R such that Bob’s output has
vanishing probability of error and the following privacy
goals are met

lim IðCn ; B0 ; B1 ; UÞ ¼ 0

n!1

lim IðAn ; Cn ; UjB0 ; B1 Þ ¼ 0

n!1

lim IðBn ; Cn ; BU jU; BU Þ ¼ 0:

n!1

For noisy channels without an eavesdropper, Nascimento
and Winter [29] obtained a lower bound on the OT capacity of noisy channels and distributed sources in the
honest-but-curious model. Ahlswede and Csiszár [30]
characterized the honest-but-curious OT capacity for
generalized erasure channels. Building on [29], [30] the
OT capacity of the binary erasure channel with an eavesdropper was characterized for the honest-but-curious
model in [31]; we briefly describe a protocol below which
shows the achievability of capacity C ¼ E minð; 1  Þ.
This was extended to obtain inner and outer bounds on the
honest-but-curious OT capacity region of the two-user
binary erasure broadcast channel in [32].
Protocol: Alice sends a sequence X n of independent and
uniformly distributed bits over the channel. Based on the
Y n received, Bob forms two disjoint and equal sized subsets
L0 ; L1 f1; . . . ; ng of indices as follows: LU is picked uniformly at random from among the unerased indices of Y n ,
while LU is chosen uniformly at random from the erased
indices. Roughly, these equal-sized subsets are of lengths
n minð; 1  Þ. Bob sends the sets L0 ; L1 to Alice. Alice
creates two secret keys K0 and K1 using the bits in X n at
indices given by K0 and K1 respectively; these are each of
length about nE minð; 1  Þ. Thus, both of secret keys
are secret from Eve and only one of it, namely KU , is known
to Bob. The lengths of B0 and B1 are the same as the sizes of
K0 and K1 . Alice sends the encrypted strings B0  K0 and
B1  K1 over the public channel. Since Bob knows the
secret key KU , he is able to recover BU . Eve has no significant information about the two secret keys and hence she
is unable to learn anything about B0 ; B1 . Alice and Eve
acting together will still be unable to determine U since
they have no information about the erasure process of
Bob’s channel. Furthermore, even if Bob and Eve collude,
they are unable to learn KU and hence BU (see [31] and [32]

for a formal description of the protocol, proof of achievability, and converse).

V. RELATED WORK
We briefly overview work related to the topic of this paper.
This is not meant to be comprehensive, but just gives a
flavor of the many interesting ideas developed with a close
relationship to ideas reviewed in this paper.
Secure transmission of messages using noisy channel
properties was pioneered by Wyner [33], who characterized the secret message capacity of wiretap channels. This
led to a long sequence of research on information-theoretic
security on various generalizations of the wiretap channel
[34], [35]. Notably, when the eavesdropper and legitimate
channel are statistically identical, then the wiretap
framework yields no security. The fact that feedback can
give security even in this case was first observed for secret
key agreement by Maurer [6] and further developed by
Ahlswede–Csiszár [7]Vbut secure key agreement is not
the same as secure transmission of specific messages. Group
key generation from multiuser channels using public discussion was studied by Csiszár and Narayan [36]. The
wiretap channel with secure feedback and its variants for
message security have been studied in [37] and [38]; some
conclusive results are developed in special cases when
there is a secure feedback inaccessible to the eavesdropper.
Security of private message broadcasting without feedback
has been studied in [39], where some conclusive results
have been established. The use of feedback and broadcast
for private message transmission, without security requirements has been studied in [20] and [21]. The study of
information theoretic security over (arbitrary) relay networks has been studied in [40]–[42] and references therein. We believe that the line of work we reviewed offers the
first conclusive results that use insecure (and very limited)
feedback for information-theoretic security of (multiple
individual) messages.
Cai and Yeung proposed secure network coding [14]
which studies secure message transmission over noiseless
networks where an adversary can eavesdrop on any subset
of edges of the network of a certain cardinality. Several
extensions including resilience to Byzantine adversaries
have been studied [43]. However, the general problem
remains open [44].
Implementable protocols for creating pairwise shared
secrets in wireless networks have been explored using
channel reciprocity to create common randomness which
can be made secure against eavesdroppers (see [45] and
references therein. However, they need very rapid channel
changes, accurate channel measurements and strong
reliance on reciprocity extract a much lower rate of secret
bits [46]. Pairwise secret keys using erasures and feedback
have also been explored in [47] through an implementation in a WiFi setting.
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VI . DISCUSSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS
In this paper we reviewed some of our recent work that
exploits properties of erasure broadcast channels along
with feedback to create secure message transmission. In
this section, we discuss implications, extensions and open
questions.
Connecting the Erasure Model to Wireless: Our work assumed erasure broadcast channels with ACK/NACK state
feedback. This model fits well with packet-based wireless
networks where packet losses correspond to erasures,
however, to translate the ideas we developed into a practical security mechanism, there are still several challenges
to address, including ðiÞ what if an eavesdropper does not
use commodity hardware and can snoop the physical layer
signal obtaining more leaked information? ðiiÞ does there
exist enough time-variation to create a rich enough set
of packet erasures, or can we enforce it? ðiiiÞ how does
one know the parameters and statistics of the erasure
channel?
To address ðiÞ, we propose to use two-layer wiretap
codes to create erasures out of SNR variations [33], [34].
If Alice transmits using such a wiretap code, then whenever the reception signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is higher
than a threshold (say SNR1 ) the information is received
correctly, while if the SNR is below SNR2 ), then no
information is leaked; this effectively creates an information-theoretic erasure channel. Practical implementations
of wiretap codes are reported in [48].
For ðiiÞ, one can create time and space-varying behavior
artificially through either random beam-forming by Alice
or through time-varying random interference (noise)
insertion by infrastructure wireless nodes. This can effectively create situations where all nodes which can overhear Alice’s transmissions experience time-varying (and
independent) reception SNRs. Therefore in conjunction
with wiretap coding, this potentially creates the broadcast
erasure channel modeled in this paper. In order to learn
the parameters of such an erasure channel, legitimate
nodes can collect statistics and with sufficient richness in
calibration, one could estimate the (erasure) channel
statistics, partially addressing ðiiiÞ. These questions were
partially explored in [49] and [50], which demonstrated a
preliminary test-bed implementation for group and
multiple pairwise keys for erasure (wireless) networks,
generating in some cases several thousand bits per second
of secret keys.8
An implicit idea is a layered approach to wireless network security. We suggested using physical channel signaling (through wiretap codes) to create a broadcast erasure
channel. Using the same physical layer, one can create
several different functionalities at higher layers, like sec-

8

In comparison earlier implementations such as in [45] (and
references therein) produce a few 10 s of bits per second of secret key.
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Fig. 3. Secret message and secret key capacities for point-to-point
channel with  ¼ E.

ure unicast message transmission (Section III), confidential individual message broadcast (Section IV-A), group
key generation (Section IV-B) or oblivious transfer
(Section IV-C). This is akin to a layering of functionalities
often used in networking systems [51].
Secret Messages Versus Secret Keys: Most of this paper,
except for Section IV-B and C, was about secure message
transmission. However, as part of secure message sending,
we also developed optimal secret key sharing mechanisms
(Phase I of our algorithms). We underline the critical
difference between message transmission and key agreement. In message transmission a specific message is to be
secured, whereas in key agreement the ultimate key is not
prespecified. Because our protocols have feedback, they
enable to exploit this flexibility in key-agreement, and
create keys at higher rates than securing messages, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3.
Other Security Metrics and Adversary Models: In this
paper we focused on strong secrecy as defined in Section II-B. However, many ideas of this paper can also be carried
out for semantic security9 [53], as shown in [22]. This also
leads to questions of security against an active adversary,
who maliciously does not follow protocol. Partial answers
to security against active attacks are given in [22] for
confidential individual message broadcast of Section IV-A.
Some Open Questions: A number of open questions arise
naturally from this line of work. A natural theoretical
question would be to explore how much of the ideas
9
As introduced in [52], ‘‘informally, a system is semantically secure if
whatever an eavesdropper can compute about the cleartext given the
ciphertext, he can also compute without the ciphertext.’’
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developed for erasure channels can be extended to general
discrete-memoryless networks. Even in the case of erasure
networks, several questions remain unanswered, such as:
the question of secret message transmission for arbitrary
networks, explored in Section III-G remains unresolved;
developing new protocols and/or better converses would
be essential to the solve the confidential individual messages broadcast of Section IV-A to erasure channels with
arbitrary number of users and parameters, along with
passive eavesdroppers; Section IV-B and C used an insecure public discussion channel which was available for
free, but, if one takes a rate penalty for creating such a
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